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Attrition Forensics

• “Attrition” forensics:
• Methodical examination of evidence in incident response investigations until 

either 
1) sufficient information is obtained to satisfy the reason for the investigation, or 

2) the evidence or the capability of the analyst is exhausted.

• Goals:
• To conduct a thorough examination of responsive evidence in a compromise or intrusion 

investigation.

• To answer specific questions to support response, remediation, and prevention.



Attrition Forensics

• “Attrition” forensics:
• A process of cutting away (eroding, exhausting) evidence to focus on the bad, 

abnormal, and unexpected.

• Works from knowledge of systems and “internals.”

• Uses, but avoids reliance on, TTPs and IOCs.

• Tool and vendor neutral—focus on analysis of data structures and system 
behavior.



Attrition Forensics—Incident Response

• “Incident Response” investigations:
• Has a computer been compromised?

• Has an account been compromised.

• Has a network been compromised?



Attrition Forensics—Incident Response

• Incident response investigations:
• Typically, activity focused rather than content focused.

• Dispositive evidence often consists of data showing program execution, account and 
file system activity, and configuration changes, such as:
• Program execution artifacts.

• ASEPs.

• File system artifacts and time stamps.

• Events and other system maintained logs.

• Account activity artifacts.

• Artifacts indicating account subversion and attempts to attack other computers and accounts.

• Expect that intruders will attempt to conceal or erase evidence of their activity.



Attrition Forensics—Incident Response

• Incident response investigations typical require the analyst to make a 
few distinct assessments:

• A technical assessment—i.e., the what, when, how, etc. of an incident;  

• A risk and loss assessment—i.e., the probable or actual consequences of an 
incident; and 

• An attribution assessment—similarity of incident “properties” to those of 
other incidents.



Attrition Forensics—Incident Response

• Technical assessment:
• Is a computer or an account compromised?

• What is the nature of the compromise?

• How did the compromise occur?

• When was the computer/account compromised?

• What was done?
• Lateral movement or escalation?

• Exfiltration?

• Sabotage?



Attrition Forensics—Incident Response

• Risk and loss assessment:
• Risk:

• What data did the compromise make available to an intruder?

• What credentials did the compromise make available to an intruder?

• What other network resources did the compromise make available? 
• Other computers?

• Web sites, databases, repositories, blogs, shares, etc.?

• Loss:
• Actual evidence of loss.  



Attrition Forensics—Incident Response

• Attribution assessment:
• Set of properties necessary and sufficient 1) to identify related incidents or 

activity, and 2) to distinguish unrelated activities.

• Persistent threats may not be sophisticated.

• “Persistent threats” implies repeated, continuous, or ongoing activity. 

• Attribution shows persistence—linking distinct incidents or instances of 
compromise or malicious activity based on common properties.



Attrition Forensics—Incident Response

• End-goals of incident response investigations:
• Understanding—response, prevention, or prosecution.

• Effective remediation—fix the right things.

• “Flatten and rebuild” may remediate a computer system, but not compromised 
accounts.

• Compliance.

• Reporting requirements require accurate, timely information.  

• Executive action.



Attrition Forensics—Incident Response

• Questions regarding compromise and intrusions:
• Is there a compromise or intrusion?
• What are the key elements of the compromise/intrusion?
• How did it occur? 
• How long ago did it occur?
• How is persistence maintained? 
• What data or credentials on the host were at risk?
• Is there evidence of actual loss?
• What did a compromise or an intruder attempt or accomplish?
• Are there related compromises/intrusions?

• Identify IOCs.



Attrition Forensics

• Let’s dig in.



Attrition Forensics—Key Principles 

• Key Principle: Use the whole animal.

• Learn about important data structures and how the platform and its 
applications work to understand and anticipate what evidence they 
may provide.

• Avoid tool-constrained analysis.



Attrition Forensics—Key Principles 

• Where evidence lives:



Attrition Forensics—Key Principles 

• Key Principle: Any action on a computer system creates or changes 
something.

• This principle turns data into evidence for incident response investigations.

• This principle governs both evidence collection and analysis.

"Every contact leaves a trace.” --Edmond Locard



Attrition Forensics—Key Principles 

• Any action on a computer system creates or changes something.

• Rules (algorithms) govern the ways things work on any platform.

• Win32 APIs, functions, methods, programs, file system behavior, logging and auditing, 
etc.

• Data—files, structures, and strings—change according to these rules, in response to 
activity.

• Data indicate actions: specific data may indicate specific actions.

• A prefetch file indicates “launch” of a specific program, from a particular path, with 
certain set of commands.



Attrition Forensics—Key Principles 

• Any action on a computer system creates or changes something.

• Actions result in the artifacts:

Time-1 Time-2



Attrition Forensics—Key Principles 

• Any action on a computer system creates or changes something.

• The difference between before and after a compromise contains information 
about the compromise:

Time-1Time-2 d



Attrition Forensics—Key Principles 

• Any action on a computer system creates or changes something.

• Artifacts indicate or suggest actions:

d



Attrition Forensics—Evidence Collection

• Some thoughts on evidence collection.



Attrition Forensics—Evidence Collection

• Collecting evidence for incident response:
• State—discrete facts about the state of a system:

• IP address, running services, active processes, logged on users, etc.

• Memory—physical memory, virtual memory, process memory, kernel 
memory, etc.

• Media—disks and volumes.

• Off-system data—proxy and firewall logs, WEF, packet captures, etc.

• How should the data be collected?



Attrition Forensics—Evidence Collection

• Data collection should be minimally invasive.

• Any action on a computer system creates or changes something.

• Data collection causes changes.

• Running any program causes changes.
• Shutting the computer down causes changes.
• Pulling the plug can create file and file system inconsistencies.

• Change is unavoidable.



Attrition Forensics—Evidence Collection

• Order of Volatility (RFC 3227):
• “example order of volatility for a typical system.

• registers, cache
• routing table, arp cache, process table, kernel statistics, memory
• temporary file systems
• disk
• remote logging and monitoring data that is relevant to the system in question
• physical configuration, network topology
• archival media”

http://www.faqs.org/rfcs/rfc3227.html

http://www.faqs.org/rfcs/rfc3227.html


Attrition Forensics—Evidence Collection

• Question is not simply volatile vs. persistent.

• Collecting volatile data will alter or destroy some “persistent” data.
• E.g., running a program may create a prefetch file.  

• File creation reuses and overwrites the lowest numbered available FRS.  

• Lowest numbered available FRS will contain the metadata of a deleted file.  

• Running a program will cause the loss of metadata for a deleted file.

• No easy solutions.
• Volatile | Persistent.

• Order of volatility.



Attrition Forensics—Evidence Collection

• Instead of “volatile” and “persistent,” consider
• Transient | Stateless | Statefull.

• Transient—available in the moment.  E.g., a network packet in transit.  One 
opportunity to collect.

• Stateless—memory of a prior state is not persisted over time or instances.
E.g., an active process.  Durability depends on maintaining certain conditions.

• Stateful—memory of a prior state is persisted over time or instances.  E.g., 
files or settings written to disk.  Durability depends on avoiding alteration. 
Durability is somewhat predictable.



Attrition Forensics—Evidence Collection

• Instead of “order of volatility,” consider availability and durability.
• Evidence needs to be collected when it is available.

• Packet captures, network proxy or firewall events, and some Windows events can only 
be collected if they are collected at the time of occurrence.

• Evidence should be collected according to its durability, given 1) expected 
system activity and 2) the procedures and tools used to collect evidence.
• Some data is lost in the normal course of activity.

• Some stateless data may survive evidence collection or other system activity more 
reliably than some stateful data.

• Certain files on disk may have to be collected before running programs to collect 
memory or system state information.



Attrition Forensics—Analysis

• Analysis:
• Have clear goals.

• Questions to answer.

• Process to render, reduce, filter, 
sort, and organize.

• Begin with what you know.

• Examine methodically.

• Use findings recursively.

• Satisfy the reason for the 
investigation.
• Answer the questions.

Findings

State

Media

Memory



Attrition Forensics—Analysis 

• What is the point of the investigation?

• What questions is the investigation intended to answer?
• Answering these questions accurately and sufficiently completes the 

investigation.



Attrition Forensics—Pre-Analysis Processing

• Process collected data: 
• Recover, extract, or parse useful files, structures, and data types.

• Filter, sort, and organize data for efficient review.

• Reduce data by categorizing items as good (not bad), normal, expected.

• Data reduction makes outliers and suspicious items more visible.



Attrition Forensics—Pre-Analysis Processing

• Processing:
• Parse memory image into 

meaningful data.
• Extracted here:

• Processes, active and 
inactive.

• Loaded DLLs.
• Drivers.
• Services.
• Modules.
• Handles-mutants.
• Registry sections.
• Command line activity.
• Network activity.



Attrition Forensics—Pre-Analysis Processing

• Processing media content:
• Recover deleted files, data fragments, metadata.

• Expand compressed/container files.

• Verify files by type and structure.

• Compute file hashes.

• Match file hashes to known good/bad file hashes.

• Verify signed files.

• Offline-scan for malware or IOCs. 

• Extract internal file metadata.

• Identify named streams and extended attributes.

• Identify encrypted content.

• Generate file entropy values.



Attrition Forensics—Pre-Analysis Processing

• Processing media content, continued:
• Verify security certificates.

• Build file hash sets from signed files and security catalogs.

• Parse and aggregate event log information.

• Parse and timeline file system information.

• Search for strings (e.g., IOCs).

• Parse and timeline prefetch files.

• Parse and timeline WinInet data.

• Parse and timeline registry hive data.

• Filter and de-duplicate.

• Block hash and search.



Attrition Forensics—Methodology Overview

Identify the known good.

• Exact, highly specific.  
• File hash matching.

• Full file hashes.

• Authenticode hashes.

• Signature validation.
• Embedded signatures.

• Catalog signatures.

• False positives are dangerous.

Identify the known bad.

• Can be exact and highly specific.
• File hashes of known bad files.

• Block hashes of known bad files.

• AV and malware signatures.

• TTPs and IOCs:
• Properties to identify specific files or 

data.

• False positives increase work.



Attrition Forensics—Methodology Overview

Normal?

• Determination may based on 
several properties.
• Platform, role, and installed 

applications.

• Consistent for configuration.

• Includes:
• Standard processes.
• Standard services.
• Standard ports, etc.
• Standard applications.

Not normal?

• Determination may based on 
several properties.
• Platform, role, and installed 

applications.

• Inconsistent for configuration.

• Includes:
• Non standard processes.
• Non-standard services.
• Non-standard ports, etc.
• Non-standard applications.



Attrition Forensics—Methodology Overview

Expected?

• Depends on context and 
circumstances.
• User configuration, installed 

applications.

• As intended:
• Files and programs.

• Processes.

• Services.

• User specific ports, etc.

Unexpected?

• Depends on context and 
circumstances.
• Not user’s configuration or 

installed applications.

• Not as intended:
• Files and programs.

• Processes.

• Services.

• User specific ports, etc.



Attrition Forensics—Methodology Overview

• Suspicious.
• Unknown programs and executables.

• Unknown or unusual data structures or files.

• ASEPs for not normal, or unexpected, programs.

• Programs masquerading as legitimate.

• Name and path anomalies.

• Time stamp anomalies.

• Unsigned code.

• Code with signing errors.

• Code with revoked or suspicious signing certificates.



Attrition Forensics—Methodology Overview

Known Good Known Bad

Normal Abnormal

Expected Unexpected

Certainty Uncertainty Certainty

?



Attrition Forensics—Sidebar

• Expanding the pool of known good:
• Windows uses code signing to validate executables and other files.

• Signature verification uses embedded or cataloged hash values to verify files.
• Problem: Signature verification for many files and file types requires specific catalog files.

• A solution: “Hash mining.”
• Hash values can be used to build sets of known good file hashes.

• Use hash sets in forensics tools and processing.



Attrition Forensics—Sidebar 

• Hash values extracted from catalog files:



Attrition Forensics—Sidebar 

• Collection of signed-file hash sets, by publisher:



Attrition Forensics—Sidebar 

• File signature to file hash:



Attrition Forensics—Analysis

• Examination in detail:
• Documented, step by step, procedures to exhaust the evidence.

• Checklists are helpful.

• Organized work product is important.

• However, the best place to start is not the top of a checklist.

• Start with what is known about the incident.
• What triggered the investigation?

• Time and date.
• Port, protocol, source or destination IP address, packet content, etc.



Attrition Forensics—Analysis 

• Detection to Root Cause: 
• Current:

• Program executions.

• Communication.

• Settings.

• Account activity.

• Historic:
• Program executions.

• Communication.

• Settings.

• Account activity.

Image courtesy of Corey Harrell, http://journeyintoir.blogspot.com

http://journeyintoir.blogspot.com/


Attrition Forensics—Analysis 

Known Good Known Bad

Normal Abnormal

Expected Unexpected

Certainty Uncertainty Certainty

?



Attrition Forensics—Analysis 

• Analytical processes:
• Property analysis:

• E.g., name, path, hash value, signature-based detections.

• Categorical analysis:
• Focus on categories of evidence.  E.g., processes, drivers, etc.

• Comparison and contrast analysis:
• Like against like. E.g., program in memory verses file on disk.

• Temporal analysis:
• Focus on proximity in time, sequence of events.

• Causation analysis:
• X causes Y or Y requires X; sequence of events.

• Structures and strings analysis.



Attrition Forensics—Analysis 

• Property Analysis:
• Name.

• Path.

• File signature and certificate.

• Hash value.

• Size.

• Time stamps, content and form.

• File type and validity.

• Entropy.

• Fuzzy hash.



Attrition Forensics—Analysis 

• Simple, obvious properties . . .



Attrition Forensics—Analysis 

• Properties . . .

0x0000fa8053e9b940 vmwp.exe               2300   2060     31      633      0      0 2013-01-19 08:40:22                      
0x0000fa80262f3b30 vmwp.exe               2584   2060     31      641      0      0 2013-01-19 08:40:22                      
0x0000fa80273c3b30 vmwp.exe               4344   2060     35      643      0      0 2013-01-19 08:40:22                      
0x0000fa8054079b30 vmwp.exe               4308   2060     31      636      0      0 2013-01-19 08:40:22                      
0x0000fa80539c4480 vmwp.exe                804   2060     31      647      0      0 2013-01-25 18:48:48                      
0x0000fa802cf59060 WmiPrvSE.exe           3300    888     12      404      0      0 2013-01-27 00:05:18                      
0x0000fa80258633c0 WmiPrvSE.exe           5684    888      7      173      0      0 2013-01-27 00:06:10                      
0x0000fa8055a35280 cmd.exe                4348   1260      0 -------- 0      0 2013-01-29 08:35:29  2013-01-29 10:01:55 
0x0000fa80532a4660 cmd.exe                3136   1260      0 -------- 0      0 2013-01-29 10:01:57  2013-01-29 10:02:32 
0x0000fa805788e570 cmd.exe                4152   1260      0 -------- 0      0 2013-01-29 10:22:32  2013-01-29 10:27:57 
0x0000fa80528b6750 _xx_.exe               4444   3136     22      147      0      1 2013-01-30 01:36:20                      
0x0000fa802b9fd410 WmiPrvSE.exe           3076    888      7  7209061      0      0 2013-01-30 01:48:40                      



Attrition Forensics—Analysis 

• Properties . . .

8d793000 8d79d000 nsiproxy (private pdb symbols) C:\Debuggers\sym\nsiproxy.pdb\C05F47CD56124B77BD71E3DFB669D4FF1\nsiproxy.pdb
8d79d000 8d79e680 msvmmouf (private pdb symbols) C:\Debuggers\sym\msvmmouf.pdb\1234775836E14C2B869818BF740FE8DE1\msvmmouf.pdb
8d79f000 8d7a9000 mssmbios (private pdb symbols) C:\Debuggers\sym\mssmbios.pdb\B9453B9B745D45DE974BA45D910B78481\mssmbios.pdb
8d7a9000 8d7ab980 mrxnet (no symbols)
8d7ac000 8d7b0d80 mrxcls (no symbols)
8d7b1000 8d7bd000 discache (private pdb symbols) C:\Debuggers\sym\discache.pdb\1F3066C30EA34CC381D3006454C11BD11\discache.pdb
8d7bd000 8d7ca000 CompositeBus (private pdb symbols) C:\Debuggers\sym\CompositeBus.pdb\F0E80E78F49541FDB4CF0AEB667653381\CompositeBus.pdb
8d7ca000 8d7dc000 AgileVpn (private pdb symbols) C:\Debuggers\sym\AgileVpn.pdb\F9ABC733237047E898B7404203D52EDE1\AgileVpn.pdb
8d7dc000 8d7f4000 rasl2tp (private pdb symbols) C:\Debuggers\sym\rasl2tp.pdb\6F6760EF4A3149DC9C430CE8A37585B12\rasl2tp.pdb



Attrition Forensics—Analysis 

• Property Analysis:
• File type validation:



Attrition Forensics—Analysis 

• Property Analysis:
• Certificate 

validation:



Attrition Forensics—Analysis 

• Property Analysis:
• Certificate validation:



Attrition Forensics—Analysis 

• Property Analysis:

• Known good code.

• Running as a 
process.

• Not normal, not 
expected.

Running Z:\Capture\Bin\PSList.exe -t. 
Process information for xxxxxx-xxx:

Name                             Pid Pri Thd Hnd VM      WS    Priv
Idle                               0   0  16    0       0      24       0

System                           4   8 275 1158    3380     304     108
smss 384  11   3   50    5560    1904    1272

csrss 668  13   9 1270   45452    5704    3652
wininit 708  13   3  100   45380    5564    2820

services                       760   9   8  356   39620   14836   11512
. . .
svchost 2684   8   6  309   84736   20780   13452
svchost 2704   8   4  125   50028    8324    4196
vmms 2724   8  15  632  146444   32948   52868

vmwp 4648   8  32  544  141848   23980   48424
vmwp 5712   8  31  618  170180   29380   24308
vmwp 6620   8  29  583  166380   26404   50596

. . .
explorer                        4756   8  19  873  322992   76252   52652

xlight 1992   8  39  129  136128   14500   10288
scanner                       3484   8   8  110   86160    7632    2724
iexplore 4128   8  10  566  200692   41972   27036
mmc                           7840   8  35  976  817056   54432  102852
vmconnect 7948   8  21 1782  652712   62632 



Attrition Forensics—Analysis 

Categorical Analysis:
• Processes.

• Loaded DLLs.

• Execution path.

• Network connections.

• System configuration.

• Handles.

• Mutants.

• Services.

• Auto-starting programs.

• Account activity.
• UserAssist.

• Shellbags.

• Prefetch.
• Event and other logs.
• Security events.
• Internet history.
• File system metadata.
• Deleted data.

• Volume Shadow Copies.



Attrition Forensics—Analysis 
Name                             Pid Pri Thd Hnd VM      WS    Priv
Idle                               0   0   1    0      64      24       0

System                           4   8 104  724    3988     136     108
smss 312  11   2   47    4212      64     276

csrss 408  13   8  203   43980    1492    1596
wininit 460  13   1   75   40564     104     708

services                       524   9   5  200   20232    2388    2100
SearchIndexer 240   8  12  526  240776    2104   14132
spoolsv 284   8   9  515   66620     292    4124
svchost 400   8  33 1013 1281348   17104   75752

rdpclip 2632   8   7  218   80512     404    1584
svchost 608   8  10  404   43200    2572    3620

WmiPrvSE 332   8   7  135   31192    5404    1944
WmiPrvSE 2212   8   8  147   32788    5372    1912
WmiPrvSE 2364   8   9  311   71856   11720    4972
TiWorker 2708   8   5  143   44576    7120    2040
WmiPrvSE 3824   8   8  139   36844    3396    1964

svchost 640   8   9  392   25396    2544    2600
svchost 680   8  23  584   89264    1704   13084
svchost 840   8  22  689   88884    4184   17744

audiodg 3364   8   2  182   40288    2188    6688
svchost 868   8  56 1759  472512   13836  102660

taskhostex 2624   8   9  228  227800     260    2928
svchost 912   8  31  726  102704    3628    8908
svchost 976   8  20  529 4194303   17444   24316
MsMpEng 1252   8  19  429  198604    9612   62120
svchost 1468   8  14  255   46428     440    2432
VSSVC                       1716   8   7  128   37104    2588    1436
svchost 2012   8  16  313   42036    3116    2892
TrustedInstaller 2040   8   7  102   30464    4572    1504
svchost 3464   8   6   96   29876    4724    1228
NisSrv 3944   8   7  262   45964     828    5776

lsass 532   9   6  783   35108    2448    3312
csrss 468  13   9   90   39448     116    1184
winlogon 540  13   3  119   52888     124    1296

dwm 724  13   9  209   98092     252   23164
LogonUI 732  13  10  342  251056     308    9224

csrss 1636  13   8  181   55128    1136    1580
winlogon 1712  13   2  148   49608     156    1100

dwm 2136  13   9  212  153112   15388   11844
explorer                        2772   8  59 1558  529160   12072   46156

cmd 3476   8   1   34   15112    1276    1672
pslist 1540  13   1  159   69092    5084    1888
conhost 3484   8   2   58   52252    1568    1008

Categorical Analysis:
• Active Processes.



Attrition Forensics—Analysis 

• Categorical Analysis:
• ASEPs.



Attrition Forensics—Analysis 

• Comparison and contrast analysis:
• Compare like with like.

• Pslist.exe output | processes identified in memory.

• Properties of process binaries on disk.

State

MediaMemory



Attrition Forensics—Analysis 

• Comparison and contrast analysis:
• Memory vs. state.



Attrition Forensics—Analysis 

• Comparison and contrast analysis:
• Code in memory is checked against code on disk.



Attrition Forensics—Analysis 

• Comparison and contrast analysis:
• Difference volume shadow copies.



Attrition Forensics—Analysis 

• Temporal Analysis:
• Proximity in time.

• E.g., Incident trigger time to file system, event log, or registry time stamps.

• Sequence of events.
• Suggests or implies causation.

• Correlation.
• Time stamps lead to other things that occurred at the time.

• Trace back.
• Follow related time stamps back to earliest time stamps.

• Verify or challenge time stamps.



Attrition Forensics—Analysis 

• Temporal analysis:
• File system items, sorted on time stamps:

• Creation Time—Origination time, frequently altered.

• Modified Time—Last change to file data, also frequently altered.

• Last Change Time—Time of last change to a file record.

• Access Time—Low granularity, low reliability, disabled on Windows after XP.

• NTFS—12 or more time stamps.



Attrition Forensics—Analysis 

• Temporal analysis: File system time stamps.



Attrition Forensics—Analysis 

• Temporal analysis: Proximity.



Attrition Forensics—Analysis 

• Temporal Analysis:
• Major artifacts sorted on time stamps:

• File system time stamps.

• Internal (file) time stamps.

• Registry time stamps (last modified).

• Internet history.

• Event logs.

• Prefetch program launch times.

• Show significance of otherwise unremarkable events or artifacts.



Attrition Forensics—Analysis 

• Temporal analysis: Expanded chronology.



Attrition Forensics—Analysis 

Temporal analysis:
• Verify time stamps.



Attrition Forensics—Analysis 

• Temporal analysis:

Verify time stamps.



Attrition Forensics—Analysis 

• Temporal analysis: 
• File system time stamp analysis—$USN:J.



Attrition Forensics—Analysis 

• Temporal analysis: 
• Build a timeline.

• Organizes findings.

• Discloses relationships between different artifacts.

Timestamp Type Category Description Name Type Type status Type descr. Size Owner
09/16/2013 02:33:31 Creation File system Rar.exe launched Rar.exe-83EB50FB.pf pf confirmed Prefetch 25026 NT Authority\System
09/16/2013 02:31:44 Creation (0x30)* File system Rar.exe exe confirmed Executable 16896 NT Authority\System
09/16/2013 02:29:28 Record change File system a.exe exe confirmed Executable 32768 NT Authority\System
09/16/2013 02:29:27 Creation (0x30)* File system a.exe exe confirmed Executable 32768 NT Authority\System
08/10/2013 10:13:44 Modification File system Credentials 1.txt ascii confirmed 7-bit ASCII 26112 NT Authority\System
08/10/2013 09:58:42 Creation (0x30)* File system 1.txt ascii confirmed 7-bit ASCII 32768 NT Authority\System
08/10/2013 09:58:42 Creation File system Deleted prefetch file WCEx64.gif-79CA63E1.pf pf not confirmed Prefetch
08/10/2013 09:58:42 Creation File system 1.txt ascii confirmed 7-bit ASCII 3156 NT Authority\System
08/10/2013 09:48:12 Record change File system Disguised executable WCEx64.gif exe not confirmed Executable 36309 NT Authority\System
08/10/2013 09:48:12 Creation (0x30)* File system WCEx64.gif exe not confirmed Executable 36309 NT Authority\System
12/21/2012 02:16:28 Modification Compile data a.exe exe confirmed Executable 152064 NT Authority\System
11/01/2008 09:02:34 Creation File system Rar.exe ascii confirmed Executable 32768 NT Authority\System
11/01/2008 09:02:34 Creation File system a.exe exe confirmed Executable 32768 NT Authority\System



Attrition Forensics—Analysis 

• Causation analysis:

• Causation: X causes Y.  Y exists.  X happened.

• Causation: X causes Y.  Y does not exist.  Did X happen?

• Causation Chains:

• Process audit events show parent process ID.

• Parent/child process IDs can be traced to origination.

• Windows 8.1/2012 R2 events show command line.



Attrition Forensics—Analysis 

• Causation analysis: Security |Process Audit:



Attrition Forensics—Analysis 

• Causation analysis: 
• Security |Process Audit chains:

• C\Users\...\AppData\Local\Temp\1.jpg, PID: 0x121c, Creator PID: 0x726.

• C:\WINDOWS\system32\cmd.exe, PID:  0x1610, Creator PID: 0x121c.

• C:\Windows\System32\qwinsta.exe, PID:  0x4bc, Creator PID: 0x1610.

• C:\Windows\System32\systeminfo.exe, PID:  0x2240, Creator PID: 0x1610.



Attrition Forensics—Analysis 

• Structures and strings analysis:

WINDOWS EXECUTABLE
64bit for Windows Server 2003

Technical File Information:

Image File Header

Signature: 00004550
Machine: AMD 64 (K8)
Number of Sections: 0005
Time Date Stamp: 4f65af77
Symbols Pointer: 00000000
Number of Symbols: 00000000
Size of Optional Header
00f0
Characteristics: File is 

executable  (i.e. no unresolved external 
references).

Imports

KERNEL32.dll
Ordinal Function Name

0b3d Process32Next
0393 Process32First
0666 ReadProcessMemory
02ba GetProcAddress
033e LoadLibrary
00a9 CreateRemoteThread
0d3d WriteProcessMemory
02f9 VirtualAllocEx
03b2 OpenProcess
0129 FileTimeToSystemTime
01a6 GetCurrentProcess
021e GetModuleHandle
0693 SetUnhandledExceptionFilter
02b0 GetSystemTimeAsFileTime
01a3 GetcurrentProcessId
0393 GetcurrentThreadId



Attrition Forensics—Analysis 

• Structures and strings analysis:
• As interesting strings are discovered, they are fed back into the examination 

as search terms.
• Example: names of suspicious files.

• Search hits disclose registry entries, embedded references, command lines in the page file, 
etc.

8d793000 8d79d000 nsiproxy (private pdb symbols) C:\Debuggers\sym\nsiproxy.pdb\C05F47CD56124B77BD71E3DFB669D4FF1\nsiproxy.pdb
8d79d000 8d79e680 msvmmouf (private pdb symbols) C:\Debuggers\sym\msvmmouf.pdb\1234775836E14C2B869818BF740FE8DE1\msvmmouf.pdb
8d79f000 8d7a9000 mssmbios (private pdb symbols) C:\Debuggers\sym\mssmbios.pdb\B9453B9B745D45DE974BA45D910B78481\mssmbios.pdb
8d7a9000 8d7ab980 mrxnet (no symbols)
8d7ac000 8d7b0d80 mrxcls (no symbols)
8d7b1000 8d7bd000 discache (private pdb symbols) C:\Debuggers\sym\discache.pdb\1F3066C30EA34CC381D3006454C11BD11\discache.pdb
8d7bd000 8d7ca000 CompositeBus (private pdb symbols) C:\Debuggers\sym\CompositeBus.pdb\F0E80E78F49541FDB4CF0AEB667653381\CompositeBus.pdb
8d7ca000 8d7dc000 AgileVpn (private pdb symbols) C:\Debuggers\sym\AgileVpn.pdb\F9ABC733237047E898B7404203D52EDE1\AgileVpn.pdb
8d7dc000 8d7f4000 rasl2tp (private pdb symbols) C:\Debuggers\sym\rasl2tp.pdb\6F6760EF4A3149DC9C430CE8A37585B12\rasl2tp.pdb



Attrition Forensics—Analysis 

• Exhausting the evidence:

Artifacts 
related to what 

is known.

Artifacts 
related to the 

artifacts 
related to the 

Known. 

Additional 
anomalous 

findings.

Causation and 
timing.

Chronology.

What is known

(or suspected)

Correlations

Trigger

Identify 
known bad.

Exclude 
known good, 
normal, 
expected.

• Compromised?
• Elements of 

compromise.
• Root Cause.
• Method of persistence.
• Duration.
• Lateral movement.
• Risk and/or actual loss.
• Attribution.
• Identify productive 

indicators.

Known G/B identified.

Normal?

Expected?



Attrition Forensics 

• Resources—Microsoft:
• Trial versions of virtual hard drives.

• Windows Internals, now in 6th Edition.

• MSDN.
• Open Specifications

http://www.microsoft.com/openspecifications/

• TechNet.

• SysInternals.
• Tools and information.

• A good hex editor.

http://www.microsoft.com/openspecifications/


Attrition Forensics

• Resources—The Internet.
• Old New Thing, Raymond Chen.

• http://blogs.msdn.com/b/oldnewthing/

• Windows Incident Response, by Harlan Carvey.
• http://windowsir.blogspot.com/

• Journey Into Incident Response, Corey Harrell.
• http://journeyintoir.blogspot.com/

• M-unition, Mandiant.
• https://www.mandiant.com/blog/

• Sans Computer Forensics Blog.
• http://computer-forensics.sans.org/blog

• Research papers and forensics documentation.
• http://computer-forensics.sans.org/community/whitepapers

http://blogs.msdn.com/b/oldnewthing/
http://windowsir.blogspot.com/
http://journeyintoir.blogspot.com/
https://www.mandiant.com/blog/
http://computer-forensics.sans.org/blog
http://computer-forensics.sans.org/community/whitepapers


Attrition Forensics—Hash Mining

Overview:

i. Extract Hash values, SHA1 or SHA256, from Microsoft security 
catalogs—*.cat.  (These hash values will contain a mix of full-file 
and Authenticode type hash values.)  

75,382

ii. Derive SHA1 or SHA256 full-file hash values from signed files that 
contain embedded signatures.  (E.g., Catalog files, PE format files.)

~44,000

iii. Derive SHA1 or SHA256 full-file hash values for catalog signed files.   
11,764



Attrition Forensics—Hash Mining

Extract hash values from catalog files.

1. Copy *.cat files to working folder.  

2. Sigcheck cat files to validate signatures:
sigcheck.exe -ct -h -q –s [path to *.cat files] > cat_check.tsv

3. Purge and sort .cat files, keeping only valid, signed cat files from 
trusted publishers.

4. Dump the content of the cat files:
sigcheck.exe -d -c -s [path to *.cat files] > cat_dump.txt



Attrition Forensics—Hash Mining

Extract hash values from catalog files, cont.

5. Extract hash values from cat_dump.txt and format into sorted list:

Set-content -Path *:\cat_SHA1_Hashes.txt -Value "SHA-1"

Get-Content -Path *:\cat_dump.txt | select-string -SimpleMatch "sha1NoSign" | 
Out-File –FilePath*:\Cat_SHA1_Hashes.tmp -Encoding ascii -Append

$a = Get-Content -Path *:\Cat_SHA1_Hashes.tmp

$b = $a.Replace("sha1NoSign,", "")

$b | where {$_ -ne ""} | Sort-Object | Get-Unique | Out-File -FilePath
*:\Cat_SHA1_Hashes.txt -Encoding ascii -Append



Attrition Forensics—Hash Mining

Derive hashes for embedded-signed files.

1. Sigcheck all files on volume:
sigcheck.exe -ct -h -q -s \\?\[path]  > sigcheck_all.tsv



Attrition Forensics—Hash Mining
Derive hashes for embedded, signed files, cont.
2. Collect SHA1 hashes for all signed code from sigcheck output into 

files named for publisher:

$sigcheckdata = Import-Csv -path “*:\sigcheck_all.tsv" -Delimiter `t
$signedonly =  $sigcheckdata | where-object {$_.Verified -like "Signed"}
If ($signedonly -ne $Null){
$signedpublishers = $signedonly.Publisher | Sort-Object | Get-Unique

ForEach ($Item in $signedpublishers){
Set-content -Path *:\Item-SHA1.txt -Value "SHA-1"

ForEach ($File in $signedonly){
$FileList = $File | Where-Object { ($_.Publisher -like "$Item") }

ForEach ($ItemA in $FileList){
$ItemA.SHA1 | Out-File -FilePath *:\$Item-SHA1.txt -Encoding ascii -Append
}}}}



Attrition Forensics—Hash Mining

Derive file hashes for catalog signed files.

1. Use Cat_SHA1_Hashes.txt and sigcheck_all.tsv to derive SHA1 for 
corresponding Authenticode hashes:
• Add PESHA1 to start of Cat_SHA1_Hashes.txt.

$output = Import-Csv “*:\Cat_SHA1_Hashes.txt" -Delimiter "`t" | select -expand 
PESHA1

Import-Csv “*:\sigcheck_all.tsv" -Delimiter "`t" | Where {$output -contains 
$_.PESHA1} | export-csv -Path *:\Cat_Auth-matches.tsv -Delimiter "`t" -
NoTypeInfo



Attrition Forensics—Hash Mining

Derive file hashes for catalog signed files, cont.

2. Extract SHA1 hash values from *:\Cat_Auth-matches.tsv into a text 
file:
Set-content -Path *:\Cat_Auth-matches-SHA1.txt -Value "SHA-1"

$hashoutput = Import-Csv “*:\Cat_Auth-matches.tsv" -Delimiter "`t" 

$hashes = $hashoutput | where-object {$_.Verified -like "Unsigned"}

$hashtext = $hashes.SHA1 | Sort-Object | Get-Unique | Out-File -FilePath
*:\Cat_Auth-matched_SHA1.txt -Encoding ascii -Append


